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Abstract

A brief overview of the fundamental and practical challenges as well as of the current 
status of biomimetic membrane technologies is presented.
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1. Introduction

This chapter presents a brief overview of the fundamental and practical challenges as well as 
of the current status of biomimetic membrane technologies. An accompanying summary is 
also given in Table 1. The specific focus of this chapter is aquaporin-based membranes that 
have initiated a substantial increase in research activities and several recent and ongoing com-
mercialization attempts [1, 2].

2. Biomimetic nanopores

The fabrication of biomimetic nanopores, including those created with solid-state materi-
als such as silicon, is a relatively new research area. As a result, the scale-up of biomimetic 
nanopore to practical and implementable dimensions for separation applications could face 
several challenges. The making of nanoscale pores using current methods, such as i-beam 
and e-beam lithography, is currently a lab scale process which requires expensive infrastruc-
ture. Furthermore, one of the fundamental challenges still being explored is the functionaliza-
tion of biomimetic nanopores using specialized biological molecules and chemistry, which 
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may be difficult to implement on large scales. Questions regarding the ligands that can be 
used to functionalize pores are also difficult to address, in particular if discrimination such as 
that is seen in potassium channels, is desirable. On the other hand, their application to DNA 
sequencing has reached commercialization level with several technologies licensed to start-
up organizations [3].

3. Carrier-mediated biomimetic membranes

Carrier-mediated biomimetic membranes include liquid membranes (LMs) and ionophore-
based membranes. LMs have gained interest in researchers in the last several decades, and as 
a result, an excellent understanding of the transport process has been developed. However, 
commercialization efforts in separation processes have been hindered by the poor stability 
and other practical difficulties in the implementation of these membranes. The practical dif-
ficulties include unstable immobilization of LMs in supported liquid membranes (SLMs) and 
process inefficiencies in separation of the recovered materials from the emulsion phase in 
emulsion liquid membranes (ELMs). Nevertheless, some applications have been scaled up 
to the necessary pilot and larger scales in recent years. ELMs have been used for zinc, phe-
nol, and cyanide removal from industrial waste streams [4]. Ionophore-based membranes are 
widely used in ion-selective electrodes. Ion-selective membranes are the gold standard for 
this type of application. However, their application in separation membranes has not yet pro-
gressed sufficiently due to the low transport rates of ions in polymeric matrices [5]. In order to 
provide fluidity to the polymer matrix, plasticizers can be used, but these still do not improve 
the transport to reasonable levels necessary for separation applications.

Practical challenges Fundamental challenges Current status

Biomimetic 
nanopores (solid 
state)

Scale-up at reasonable 
cost

Selection of functionalization 
ligands to provide selectivity

Commercialization attempts for 
DNA sequencing; no separation 
applications yet

Carrier-mediated 
biomimetic 
membranes

Stability; process 
configuration; low 
transport rates would 
require large membrane 
areas

Overcome low transport rates 
for separation applications

Not commercialized Sensing 
electrode commercialization; no 
separation applications

Protein-mediated 
biomimetic 
membranes

Membrane protein 
production scale-up; 
large membrane scale-up; 
leakage prevention

Limited range of proteins and 
polymers

Commercialization attempts 
ongoing

Artificial channel 
membranes

Scale-up Designing specificity into 
channels, packing channels 
in membranes, increasing 
permeability

A new research area for water 
channels, ion channels studied 
but not commercialized

Antifouling 
strategies

Cost and efficacy Not substantial for most 
applications

Various stages of research and 
commercialization

Table 1. Challenges to development and scale-up of various biomimetic membranes.
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4. Membrane protein-mediated biomimetic membranes

Protein-based biomimetic membranes, and in particular aquaporin-based membranes, have 
gained significant interest in recent years leading to multiple attempts at their commercial-
ization. However, there are several fundamental and practical challenges that need to be 
addressed before large-scale membranes suitable for industrial applications can be devel-
oped. Applications of aquaporin biomimetic membranes face many critical challenges, pri-
marily because of the limited scope of research studies conducted in this area. In particular, 
block copolymers (BCPs) that have been used for inserting membrane proteins have been 
limited a single polymer type with polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS) hydrophobic block [6]. 
Recent reports have shown that the mammalian eye lens aquaporin (AQP0) was successfully 
incorporated into poly(butadiene)-block-poly(ethylene oxide) block copolymer (PB-PEOBCP) 
membranes [7]. While these polymers have been shown to insert membrane proteins, it is not 
well understood what dictates membrane protein polymer interactions and compatibilities. 
Perhaps other polymers with superior characteristics have not been explored because a ratio-
nal basis for polymers election does not yet exist. More experimental and theoretical explora-
tions are required to develop this rapidly growing field. A related question is how to quantify 
the insertion efficiency of membrane proteins in BCPs in order to determine the best and most 
compatible polymer for a particular membrane protein. No effective method currently exists 
for quantifying the amount of protein inserted per unit membrane area with sufficient accu-
racy. Biochemistry-based methods such as stern blotting [8, 9], antibody-gold labeling [10], 
and freeze fracture [11] are difficult to implement and do not provide relevant quantitative 
information. A new method is needed to accurately determine insertion efficiency and com-
patibility of membrane proteins in various polymers and to provide a rational basis for BCP 
selection. A successful biomimetic membrane would require a high level of protein packing 
in the membrane. In most studies, full function of aquaporins in BCP membranes has only 
been demonstrated at packing densities that are relatively low and when the concentration 
of membrane proteins in native membrane systems, such as eye lenses, retina, and bacterial 
photosynthetic membranes, is considered. A typical packing density showing the expected 
function was demonstrated for AqpZ reconstituted into poly-(2-methyloxazoline)-block-
poly-(dimethyl siloxane)-block-poly-(2-methyloxazoline) (PMOXA-PDMS-PMOXA) triblock 
copolymer membranes at a molar polymer-to-protein ratio (PoPR) adjusted for triblock archi-
tecture of 50–100, beyond which permeability has been shown to decrease [12]. In a recent 
study, AQP0 function was shown to persist for PoPR of 15 in a PB-PEO polymer [7]. This 
study also indicated that, while the constitution methodology is critical, polymer block length 
and chemistry may also be the important factors that determine how much protein could be 
functionally reconstituted into BCP membranes. The possibility of obtaining a high density 
of functional membrane proteins in BCP membranes has significant implications for applica-
tions of such systems. High level of protein packing density has been shown in lipid bilay-
ers of protein-based membrane protein, using 2D crystallization [13–15] and several native 
membranes described earlier [13, 16, 17]. A more comprehensive understanding and charac-
terization of membrane protein-BCP compatibility will also assist in making highly packed 
aquaporin-based membranes, similar to lipid-based membrane protein 2D crystals. There is 
also a need to explore aquaporin membranes beyond the traditionally used Escherichia coli 
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AqpZ, which may feature higher permeability and better insertion efficiency in BCPs. Another 
key challenge is the use of systems for expressing large amounts of membrane proteins. As 
has been reported, AqpZ is well expressed in E. coli and yields up to 200 mg L−1 of culture in a 
fusion form [18]. Results like these can be promising for scale-up of this particular aquaporin. 
In general, yield values are much lower (typically 1 mg L−1 of culture) for membrane pro-
teins. The major membrane protein expression systems that have been developed and used 
widely in laboratory research setting are E. coli, yeast, and mammalian cells (Chinese hamster 
ovary cells in particular). However, membrane protein production is limited by both the cells’ 
ability to survive membrane protein overproduction and the lack of coordination between 
membrane protein production and cell membrane production to accommodate membrane 
proteins. Alternative approaches to produce membrane proteins in general and aquaporins in 
particular should be further explored. The main practical challenge is in the scale-up of defect 
free membranes. So far, the sizes that are being realized are in the scale of square millimeter, 
even though rapid strides are being made in this research direction [19–30]. The methods 
used for membrane fabrication-vesicle position, monolayer formation, and pore suspended 
bilayers are all challenging to replicate at larger scales. Furthermore, most substrates used to 
support or immobilize active AqpZ are highly specialized and range from gold-coated track-
etched membranes [23, 29] to polymer-based membranes [22, 24–28, 30]. The more scalable 
approach may be achieved through the use of polymer membranes, if technical concerns with 
regards to sealing around deposited vesicles and bilayers are solved. The economic aspects 
of making such membranes can likewise be problematic. Membrane protein purification is 
expensive, primarily due to the necessary process of disrupting cell membranes, use of spe-
cialty nonionic detergents ultracentrifugation, and chromatography. A thorough analysis of 
membrane protein scale-up has not been conducted before and should be a critical step for-
ward if this class of membrane progresses to larger production scales and commercialization. 
Another challenge may be the unknown landscape of regulations regarding the use of mem-
brane proteins, particularly in water treatment and industrial applications. The possibility of 
release of these materials is real and must be regulated. This issue is similar to the one faced 
by membranes that incorporate nanomaterials and are under specific regulations.

5. Artificial channel-based membranes

The research of artificial channel-based biomimetic membranes is relatively new, and so far 
most of the work has focused on synthesis and characterization. Transport measurements 
are still rudimentary in this field [31], and more studies are necessary to be able to compare 
their efficiency to membrane protein channels. Artificial water channels attract significant 
interest since they might prove to be the key materials for water purification. The challenges 
of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) for desalination applications, where it could have the most 
impact, include insufficient salt rejection levels and the inability to be used in manufactur-
ing large-scale aligned CNT membranes [32]. Organic nanochannels-based water channels, 
in particular, are just in the early stages of being explored [33–37]. The only semiempiri-
cal principle available is the mimicking of natural selective filters. However, the current 
structures are still far from the perfect design models. Current data indicate that they suffer 
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from low permeability (43 orders of magnitude lower than the aquaporins) and possibly 
imperfect rejection of solutes in some cases where channel diameters are large [36]. As men-
tioned by LeDuc in 2011, extensive hydrogen bonding helps encapsulate water within the 
channel, but also reduces the mobility of water molecules. This is probably the reason why 
the channels showed very low water permeability values (44 orders of magnitude lower 
than the lipid background permeability). This also leads to another challenge of finding 
a way to measure the permeability of low-permeable channels. A systematic platform for 
water permeability measurement needs to be established [31]. The next generation of water 
channels is expected to improve the design of the pore structure in order to increase water 
permeability while maintaining or improving solute rejection values. The geometry of the 
channels is also one possible area of improvement, as this will assist in packing these chan-
nels with very high density in lipid or polymer matrix for membrane fabrication. None of 
these ion or water channels have been tested in a practical membrane form since they are 
currently being studied in lipid vesicles. However, they hold great promise for separation 
applications due to their higher stability, properties potentially matching natural channels, 
scalability of their production, and ability of immobilization in a membrane-like support in 
a scalable manner.

6. Biomimetic antifouling strategies

Bioinspired antifouling strategies proposed for existing membranes are also generating 
greater interest in this research field. Many of the approaches proposed, and specifically sur-
face modification, have the potential of being technically feasible. A cost-benefit analysis and 
their practical implementation may be important to consider prior to advancing them to the 
application level, in particular, because some of these approaches may actually decrease the 
initial permeability of membranes.
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